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Elements'of'a'History'Lab'

•  A central question that does 
not have one answer. 

•  Source work—Historical 
sources are evaluated and the 
information gained is applied 
to the development of an 
answer to the lab’s central 
question.  

•  The employment of literacy 
skills to evaluate historical 
sources.  

•  The development, refinement, 
and defense of an evidence-
based answer to the guiding 
historical question 
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Necessary Battle  

Or 

Avoidable Massacre 

Were*the*events*at*Wounded*Knee*in*1890*a:''



Source Informa(on* Impact*of*Subtext*or*Context*on*the*

Informa(on*provided*by*the*source 

Source*A:*E.B.*Reynolds,*Special*United*States*

Indian*Agent—Rosebud*Reserva(on,*South*

Dakota 
Source*B:*From*the*Report*of*the*Commissioner*

of*Indian*Affairs*for*1891 

Source*C:*Telegrams*from*D.F.*Royer,*Indian*

Agent,*Pine*Ridge*Reserva(on—South*Dakota 

Source*D:*Telegram*sent*by*General*Nelson*A.*

Miles*,*Commander*of*the*Pine*Ridge*

Reserva(on 
Source*E:*Reports*forwarded*by*Brigadier4

General*Ruger,*Commander*of*the*Department*

of*the*Dakotas 

Source*F:*V.T.*McGillicuddy,*Former*Indian*Agent*

at*the*Pine*Ridge*Indian*Reserva(on* 



Traditional History Assessments 
A'popular'new'cult'among'the'
NaBve'American'Plains'tribes'by'
the'late'1880s'was:''

A.  The'Ghost'Dance.'''

B.  The'Sun'Dance'

C.  Human'sacrifice.'''

D.  Catholicism.'''

E.  The'Great'White'Father.''

What'happened'at'Wounded'Knee,'

South'Dakota,'in'1890?'

a.  The'Dawes'Act'was'signed'by'

representaBves'of'the'Sioux.''

b.  'At'least'150'Sioux'men,'

women,'and'children'were'

slaughtered.''

c.  Geronimo'was'captured'aTer'

eluding'the'army'for'two'years.''

d.  'Red'Cloud'addressed'his'tribe'

for'the'final'Bme.''



•  Recall of factual information via multiple- 
  choice, true-false, fill in the blank, and 
  matching questions 

•   Explanation of factual information  via short 
   answers, identifications, essays 

•  Use of information from documents via 
  document based questions 

Traditional History Assessments 



(In)FormaBve'Assessment'

“To'support'learning,'assessments'

must'evolve'from'being'isolated'

occasional'events'aZached'to'the'

end'of'teaching'to'becoming'an'

ongoing'series'of'interrelated'events'

that'reveal'changes'in'student'

learning'over'Bme.”''

Rick'SBggins,'2008''





•   Measuring the thinking behind student’s 
    analysis of evidence via short answers about 
    documents and other stimulus. 

•  Aggregating factual information to make an 
   evidence-based argument via argumentative 
   essays 

•  Assessing specific historical think concepts 
such as  periodization, interpretation, 
causation, comparison, synthesis, etc.  

Non-Traditional History Assessments 



hXp://beyondthebubble.stanford.edu/'



II. Document Question: Read one of the following two sources 
and answer the question that corresponds to that source.  Be 
sure to consider the information provided by the text, context, 
and subtext of the source.  

Document A:  The following is an excerpt from sworn testimony given 
before the U.S. Senate by Corporal Richard O’Brien in 1902.  O’Brien 
was called to testify in a Senate investigation of alleged war crimes 
committed by American soldiers in the Philippine-American War.   

“The first thing we saw was a boy ... and the first sergeant shot at the boy. 
Everybody fired at him.  That brought the people in the houses out . . . 
[and] the town was fired on  ... Two old men came out, hand in hand ... 
they had a white flag, they were shot down.  At the other end of the town 
we heard screams, and there was a woman there; she was burned up, 
and in her arms was a baby, and on the floor was another child ... The 
fighting was continued until everybody had fled or everybody was 
killed ... There was not a shot fired on the part of the Filipinos.”  

Question:.  How does Document A provide evidence that many Americans 
opposed the war? (2-3 Sentences)*



hXp://www.umbc.edu/che/arch/'







“assessment'measures'need'

to'be'rooted'in'a'specific'

task…pupils'learned'the'

most'from'using'task8

specific”'assessments.'
Geriant*Brown*and*Sally*Burnham.*“Assessment*a\er*Levels.”*Teaching)History)(157),*pages*

8422.*

Non-Traditional History Assessments 



“A'Quick*Write'is'a'literacy'strategy'which'can'be'

used'in'any'content'area'to'develop'wriBng'fluency,'

to'build'the'habit'of'reflecBon'into'a'learning'

experience,'and'to'informally'assess'student'

thinking.'The'strategy'asks'learners'to'respond'in'2–

10'minutes'to'an'open8ended'quesBon'or'prompt'

posed'by'the'teacher.”'

West*Virginia*State*Department*of*Educa(on*

website*

Quick*Writes*to*Assess*Historical*Thinking*



•  Quick'and'easy'to'grade'

•  Isolates'a'specific'literacy'skill'

•  Are'not'an'essay'

•  Embedded'within'the'content'being'studied''

•  Allows'students'to'wrestle'with'the'applicaBon'

of'skills'within'the'invesBgaBon'in'which'they'

had'just'vested'instrucBonal'Bme'

•  Empowers'student'to'write'about'something'in'

which'they'are'confident.'

•  Can'be'used'to'track'student'growth'with'skill'

development'over'Bme.''

Quick*Writes*to*Assess*Historical*Thinking*



Pick*1,*and*answer*in*547*sentences.**Be*specific*and*use*examples*from*
our*discussion*and*the*evidence*we*used.**

•  The'context'of'______________'source'impacted'the'informaBon'gained'from'that'source'because…'

•  The'subtext'of'______________'source'impacted'the'informaBon'gained'from'that'source'because…'

•  The'two'most'important'pieces'of'evidence'were…because…'

•  The'two'least'important'pieces'of'evidence'were…because…'

•  The'two'pieces'of'evidence'that'contradicted'the'most'were…because…'

•  The'two'pieces'of'evidence'that'most'complimented'one'another'were…because…'

!  The'two'most'important'pieces'of'evidence'were…because…'

!  The'two'pieces'of'evidence'that'presented'the'most'difficulty'were…because….'

!  The'evidence'whose'subtext'challenged'the'informaBon'provided'in'the'text'was…because….'

!  The'least'useful/reliable'piece'of'evidence'was…because…'

!  ___________'provided'the'following'challenges'because…'

!  A'useful'piece'of'evidence'to'have'would'have'been…because…'



Situation for Using 
evidence'

Phrases to Promote the use of Evidence in This Situation'

Introducing and 
Using Evidence'

•  For example…'

•  For instance…'

•  In support of this…'

•  First…Second…'

•  In fact…'

•  As evidence…'

•  This is supported by…'

•  As evidence by…'

Justifying and 
explaining your 
position along a 
common line of 

reasoning'

•  Furthermore…'

•  Obviously…'

•  It is clear that…'

•  [source/author] suggests/promoted/argues'
•  For this reason'
•  In addition…'

•  Also…'

•  Last…'

•  Furthermore 
•  Similarly'

•  Additionally…'

•  Moreover…'

•  In the same way…'

•  Pursuing this further…'

•  In light of the…'

•  Besides…'

•  Next…'

•  Moreover…'

•  Further…'

•  Again'

Showing cause and 
effect'

•  Consequently'
•  Clearly, then…As a result of…'

•  Because of…'

•  [insert term/name/idea, etc.] was responsible for…'

•  [Insert name/concept/person/etc.] made possible…'

•  [evidence] leads to…'

•  For this reason…'

•  Therefore…'

•  Since…'

•  …was caused by…'

•  In effect…'

•  [event] was brought about by…'

•  As might be expected…'

•  [event/idea/person] gave rise to…'

•  Accordingly…'

Providing alternative 
points of view/

Changing your line of 
Reasoning…'

•  On the other hand…'

•  However…'

•  On the other hand…'

•  But…'

•  Yet…'

•  Nevertheless…'

•  On the contrary…'

•  Conversely…'

•  Even though…'

•  Although….thought, however…'

•  Despite the fact that…'

•  Arguably'

To Signal a 
conclusion'

•  Therefore…'

•  This…'

•  Hence…'

•  In final analysis…'

•  Indeed…'

•  Without question…'

•  For the reasons above'
•  In other words…'

•  As demonstrated…'

•  Undoubtedly'
•  In sum'

•  In short'





Necessary Battle  

Or 

Avoidable Massacre 



Source Informa(on* Impact*of*Subtext*or*Context*on*the*

Informa(on*provided*by*the*source 

Source*A:*E.B.*Reynolds,*Special*United*States*

Indian*Agent—Rosebud*Reserva(on,*South*

Dakota 
Source*B:*From*the*Report*of*the*Commissioner*

of*Indian*Affairs*for*1891 

Source*C:*Telegrams*from*D.F.*Royer,*Indian*

Agent,*Pine*Ridge*Reserva(on—South*Dakota 

Source*D:*Telegram*sent*by*General*Nelson*A.*

Miles*,*Commander*of*the*Pine*Ridge*

Reserva(on 
Source*E:*Reports*forwarded*by*Brigadier4

General*Ruger,*Commander*of*the*Department*

of*the*Dakotas 

Source*F:*V.T.*McGillicuddy,*Former*Indian*Agent*

at*the*Pine*Ridge*Indian*Reserva(on* 



















bclesh@comcast.net'

bruce.lesh@maryland.gov'



Historical'thinking'breaks'down'the'wall'between'assessment'and'instrucBon.''Doing'history'

becomes'the'pracBcal'use'of'the'skills'of'history.''


